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Members and their families are invited to attend the Annual BBQ
Which will be held on the 26th of March around the club pool.
All members who wish to attend please contact a member of the committee giving your
name and numbers attending. The organiser will need to know numbers so catering can be
arranged.
Members can also bring a boat to sail if
they so wish.
The BBQ would also be an opportunity to
check out the improvements that have been
going on around the pool.
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We have had three new boats on the pool so far this summer

Alan Parsons has a new
speedy fizz boat.
There were a few problems
to begin with but he was
starting to get it running
better following a full battery charge.

Ian Donald has been getting
some good improvements from
the fix up he is doing on the
footy he acquired 18 months
ago.
Sails well.

Brian King has scratch built a copy of the
kitset boat Bob Kempster is building.
Brian's model has a very good turn of
speed and a rather flashy bow wave.
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Degaussing is the process of decreasing or eliminating a remnant magnetic field. It is named after the gauss, a unit of magnetism, which in
turn was named after Carl Friedrich Gauss. Due to Magnetic hysteresis, it is
generally not possible to reduce a magnetic field completely to zero, so degaussing typically induces a very small "known" field referred to as bias. Degaussing was originally applied to reduce ships' magnetic signatures during World war 11. Degaussing is also used to reduce magnetic fields in cathode
ray tube monitors and to destroy data held on magnetic storage.
The term was first used by then-Commander Charles F Goodeye, RCNVR, during World War II while trying to counter the German magnetic naval mines that
were playing havoc with the British fleet. The mines detected the increase in magnetic field when the steel in a ship
concentrated the Earth's magnetic field over it. Admiralty scientists, including Goodeye, developed a number of systems to induce a small "N-pole up" field into the ship to offset this effect, meaning that the net field was the same as
background. Since the Germans used the gauss as the unit of the strength of the magnetic field in their mines' triggers (this was not yet a standard measure), Goodeve referred to the various processes to counter the mines as
"degaussing". The term became a common word.

The original method of degaussing was to install electromagnetic coils into the ships, known simply as g. In addition
to being able to bias the ship continually, coiling also allowed the bias field to be reversed in the southern hemisphere, where the mines were set to detect "S-pole down" fields. British ships, notably cruisers and battleships,
were well protected by about 1943.
Installing such special equipment was, however, far too expensive and difficult to service all ships that would need
it, so the navy developed an alternative called wiping, which Goodeve also devised, and which is now also called
deperming. This procedure simply dragged a large electrical cable along the side of the ship with a pulse of about
2000 amperes flowing through it. This induced the proper field into the ship in the form of a slight bias. It was originally thought that the pounding of the sea and the ship's engines would slowly randomize this field, but in testing,
this was found not to be a real problem. A more serious problem was later realized: as a ship travels through
Earth's magnetic field, it will slowly pick up that field, counteracting the effects of the degaussing. From then on captains were instructed to change direction as often as possible to avoid this problem. Nevertheless, the bias did wear
off eventually, and ships had to be degaussed on a schedule. Smaller ships continued to use wiping through the
war.
After the war, the capabilities of the magnetic fuses were greatly improved, by detecting not the field itself,
but changes in it. This meant a degaussed ship with a magnetic "hot spot" would still set off the mine. Additionally,
the precise orientation of the field was also measured, something a simple bias field could not remove, at least for
all points on the ship. A series of ever-increasingly complex coils were introduced to offset these effects, with modern systems including no fewer than three separate sets of coils to reduce the field in all axes.
The US Navy tested, in April 2009, a prototype of its High-Temperature Superconducting Degaussing Coil System,
referred to as "HTS Degaussing". The system works by encircling the vessel with superconducting ceramic cables
whose purpose is to neutralize the ship's magnetic signature, as in the legacy copper systems. The main advantage
of the HTS Degaussing Coil system is greatly reduced weight (sometimes by as much as 80%) and increased efficiency
A sea-going metal-hulled ship or submarine, by its very nature, develops a magnetic signature as it travels, due to a
magneto-mechanical interaction with Earth's magnetic field. It also picks up the magnetic orientation of the earth's
magnetic field where it is built. This signature can be exploited by magnetic mines or facilitate the detection of a
submarine by ships or aircraft with magnetic anomaly detection (MAD) equipment. Navies use the deperming procedure, in conjunction with degaussing, as a countermeasure against this.
Specialized deperming facilities, such as the United States Navy’s Lambert’s Point Deperming Station at Naval Station Norfolk, or Pacific Fleet Submarine Drive-In Magnetic Silencing Facility (MSF) at Joint base Perl HarborHickam, are used to perform the procedure. During a closed-wrap magnetic treatment, heavy-gauge copper cables
encircle the hull and superstructure of the vessel, and high electrical currents (up to 4000 amperes are pulsed
through the cables. This has the effect of "resetting" the ship's magnetic signature to the ambient level after flashing
its hull with electricity. It is also possible to assign a specific signature that is best suited to the particular area of the
world in which the ship will operate. In drive-in magnetic silencing facilities, all cables are either hung above, below
and on the sides, or concealed within the structural elements of facilities. Deperming is "permanent". It is only done
once unless major repairs or structural modifications are done to the ship.
During World War II, the United States Navy commissioned a specialized class of degaussing ships that were capable of performing this function. One of them, USS Deperm (ADG-10), was named after the procedure.

Wikipedia
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CLUB NIGHT
Wednesday the 11th of January 2017
Meeting chaired by President Alister Leask.
MEMBERS PRESENT. 16
APPOLIGIES.
VISITORS.

Dennis Lake. Monty Jones.
Philip Adnitt.

NEW MEMBERS.
No New Members this month.
NOTICES and ANNOUNCEMENTS.
This year’s visit to Hamilton is on the 12th of February. Turtle lake is the place to be.
The Panmure Basin Festival for this Year is on the 19th of March.
The club BBQ for 2017 is on the 26th of March. Please send your name to the
Secretary so we can cater for the correct number.
Secretary asked for help to clean up the pool area and tackle to steps under the oak
tree and the entrance gate.
GENERAL BUSSINESS.
The work on the rewrite of the club constitution is progressing and the committee hope to
present this to the March meeting and it will be on the agenda of the AGM in May.
SAILING COMMITTEE
The Sailday for January is the 14th. Events will be Naval Steering, Mercantile
Steering and Tug Towing.
GUEST SPEAKER
No Guest Speaker
FROM THE BOAT TABLE
See Page 2 of the February Mailship.
Duty Committee Member for February is Nick Basson.
Meeting closed at 9.30pm

2017 Panmure Basin Festival
This year the festival will be held on the 19th of March and will be run by a council
Organiser.
Scale marine Modellers will still be doing our own activity just the same as we have always
done. We will run the Public Boats and mount a display line up of boats on the walk as we
usually do.
So start thinking about which boats you are going to bring to display and which to sail.
Kick off about 10am.

Lets see lots of members there on the day!!
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THE COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES OF SCALE MARINE MODELLERS INC,
HELD IN THE ASME CLUBROOMS, PANMURE, ON WEDENSDAY the 11 th of January 2017
————————————————————————————————————————

MEETING CHAIRED BY, President Alister Leask

PRESENT, Alistir Leask, Bob Kempster, Ian Donald, Jerry Payne, Malcolm Thomas, Brian King.
Dave Bowyer, Nick Basson. Graham Macferson.
APOLOGIES. Monty Jones.
MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
The Minutes of the last meeting held on the were circulated and taken as read.
Proposed by Ian Donald. Seconded by Bob Kempster.
All Agreed
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
There were no matters arising from the minutes.
NEW MEMBERS.
There were no new members this month.
CORRESPONDENCE For December 2016
The secretary presented the correspondence for December
Proposed by Malcolm Thomas, Seconded by David Bowyer.

All Agreed.

TREASURERS REPORT
The Treasurer presented the balance sheets for December 2016
Proposed by jerry Payne and seconded by Brian king
Sailing Committee
January Sailday is the 15th. The usual event will be run. Mercantile Steering,
Naval Steering and Tug Towing.
General Business.
The Thank You letter to ASME has been written but not yet sent.
The constitution revision was discussed again. Members of the committee had a number
of comments and suggestions. All which help the process. There will be more discussion next month.
There Being No Further Business the meeting closed at 9.40pm
Duty Committee Member for February is Nick Basson.
Duty Committee Member for March is David Bowyer.
Duty Committee Member for April is Jerry Payne.

This year’s annual trip to Hamilton is on the 12th of February at your
favourite Turtle Lake.
Timed to start when you arrive.
Hopefully you will not be the last to arrive.
Lets see a good turn out of SMM members!!
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January’s Boat Table.
The were only two items on the boat table this month.
First was Ian Donald with his footy.

Ian acquired this from a estate he was asked to
sell and no one wanted the footy so Ian brought
it.
Unfortunately it had a broken mast which Ian
did not see at first so that had to be replaced
then one Sunday while putting the boat away Ian
broke the bow sprit, and that had to be replaced.
Only the jib was on servo so the main was added to the servo and handling was improved
greatly.
The rudder control is a bit sloppy so a longer
arm was made and installed which helped a lot.

The Second Item was a talk by Graham Macferson on degaussing ships during
WW11. graham keep the meetings attention with some great details on a part of
the NZ war effort you seldom hear about.
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February

March

April

Sunday 5th

Yachts

Wednesday 8th

Club Night and Committee Meeting

Sunday 12th

HAMILTON VISIT

Sunday 19th

Monthly Sailday

Sunday 5th

Yachts

Wednesday 8th

Club Night and Committee Meeting

Sunday 19th

Panmure Basin festival

Sunday 26th

CLUB BBQ LUNCH

Sunday 2nd

Yachts

Newsletter of Scale Marine
Modellers Inc
Return Address:- 34 Water view Road East, Papakur a, Auckland 2112 New Zealand

Boat Roster

When you are Roistered on for Public Boat duty, it is your responsibility to organize a replacement or swap if you can not do your roistered duty and to contact the Duty Committee Member to inform
him if you are unable to do the duty and with whom you have swapped duty.
February
March

April

5th

David Bowyer

Eldon Crombie

26th

Alister Leask

Graham Doggett

5th

Nick Basson

Mark Goddard

12th

Bob Kempster

Gary Hamlin

2nd

Monty Jones

Colin Hollingsworth

9th

Malcolm Thomas

John Lucas

23rd

Brian King

Darcy Millar

30th

Ian Donald

Graham Macferson

CLUB JACKETS AND LOGO EMBROIDERING
Here are the prices for the jackets and the embroidering of the logo on the front
left hand side.
Jackets and Logo:
1.

Parker jacket (R207x)
$49.95 exc
Logo (embroidered)
$ 9.00 exc
Total for Parker type jacket
$ 58.95 exc

2.

Soft Shell Jacket (R121M) $ 48.00 exc
Logo (embroidered)
$ 9.00 exc
Total for Soft Shell type jacket $ 57.00 exc

Nick will have samples of both types (from small to extra large) available for
size selection. He will have the different colours they come in as well.

Owing to the cost Nick will need the cash for any orders placed so if the correct amount can be available it will assist him in completing this transaction.

